International Police Association
ROMANIAN SECTION
REGION 1 BUCHAREST

What’s this all about?
IPA Region 1 Bucharest initiates a new type of competition in IPA called short for IPA ROPENTA, which will take place from 13-15.08.2021. The competition brings to the fore
pentathlon whose name derived from the Greek language by combining the words pente
(five) and -athlon (competition). The first pentathlon was documented in ancient Greece
and was part of the Ancient Olympic Games.

What's going on?
The details of the evidence will be found from the Rules of Participation which will be
posted later on this website but also from the venue of the competition, where a training
will be carried out either the day before the start of the competition on 13.08.2021 starting
at 18.00, or before the start of the competition on the morning of 14.08.2021 starting at
8.00, depending on the number of teams that will register.
TEST 1 
Crossing the water sheen of the fishing basin (approximately 100 m wide) in a rowing boat
that will be pulled to the opposite bank using a rope and the force of the arms;
TEST 2 
On the opposite bank, the referee will ask teams to light a fire in open spaces with all safety
measures taken to prevent a possible fire. After the execution of this test, with the same
boat, in the same way, the competitors will return to the shore from which they left;

TEST 3 
The following sample consists of filling a 200L vessel with water from the fishing basin
using a bucket and a rope;
TEST 4 
After performing sample number 3, the competitors will travel to a wooded area to
perform a dynamic firing on several static targets, with different airsoft-type replicas, on a
well-defined route with a certain degree of difficulty taking into account the fact that about
25 m will be covered in steep terrain;
TEST 5 
After the execution of the penultimate test, the competitors will return to the place of
departure and install themselves at the fishing stands where they will fish for 2 hours.
Before mounting the rods in position one of the competitors will attempt to throw the
weight at the end of the rod. The maximum number of undite allowed shall be a maximum
of 4. In this sample the points obtained will be based on the number of fish and not on the
quantity and whether or not the fixed point disposal has succeeded.

Where does it happen?
The event will take place at least annually in the area of Drăgănești-Vlașca Teleorman
County, 63 km from Bucharest via DN6/E70, taking advantage of the relief forms located in
the area of Baltii Corneanca which has an area of 12 ha water gloss. The first edition of the
competition will be free of charge.

More information?
For information on confirming participation in the event, costs, accommodation or other
information can be obtained by accessing the link https://dlropenta.ro/ (please press the
english button) or from Mr. Caradima Cosmin +40 755 151 227 or by email:
ipabucuresti1@iparomania.ro

